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Abstract- Energy efficiency is an important factor in cellular networks which is facing a major
concern mainly because of environmental, economic and quality of service considerations, in
addition making these networks “greener”. The main energy consumer in the cellular networks is
Base Station; efforts have been made to reduce the energy consumption by dynamically switching
off base stations and find ways to improve the energy efficient model for next generation cellular
networks. In this survey we present the techniques related to energy efficient hardware components,
cell switch on/off components, multiple input and multiple output management, deployment of
heterogeneous networks and adoption of renewable energy sources. In addition, this paper discusses
about each technique with various facts and figure which highlights the necessity of green
communication with particular focus on techniques related to sleep mode in base stations and
thereby offer clear insights to researchers about how to choose the best ways to reduce energy
consumption in green cellular networks.
Key words– Base Station, Energy Consumption, Cellular Network, Green Networking, Energy
Efficiency, On-Off schemes.
I. Introduction
In present scenario, energy consumption has increased tremendously in wireless networks. Thus,
improving energy efficiency has become a major concern for future. In general, a wireless access network
have mobile user with their core network interfaced with the radio base stations. Hence we can say
wireless networks mainly consist of BS, network operator and mobile terminals. Until recently, the
primary objectives for cellular networks have been improving the Quality of service (QoS) and increasing
the throughput, rather than focusing on making efficient utilization of the available resources from various
wireless networks for energy conservation. There has been a tremendous increase in the power
consumption due to which energy price and emission of C02 which leads to Green house effect have
increased. Thus, ICT is raising questions about energy conserving, and thus it is focusing on the solutions
which are more energy efficient. Figure1 reports the energy consumption in cellular networks.

Fig (1) Breakdown of energy consumption of cellular networks
BS’s consumes most of the energy resources in wireless networks. Approximately 57% of the
total energy provided by the operator is consumed by base station. In total, 0.2-0.4 GW of power is
consumed by approximately 3 billion MS’s worldwide and nearly 4.5 GW of power is consumed by 3
million BS’s, thus due to this high consumption of power there is emission of CO2.
Thus due to above reason environmental and financial concerns for network operators have increased. From an
environmental point of view, the telecommunication industry will responsible for increase in co2 emission from
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2% to 4% by the year 2020. In addition, nowadays most of the cellular devices operate on the rechargeable
batteries and their battery life is approximately 2-3 years and after which they are disposed, which
triggers environmental concerns. Moreover, Energy dissipation from transmitter circuits and receiver circuits
causes the dissipation of heat and also causes electronic pollution. From a financial perspective, reducing
electrical energy consumption is economically important issue for the cellular network operators. The
operational expenditure (OPEX) is crossing $10 billion dollars for electricity consumption globally for
cellular networks. Of the total operational expenditure (OPEX) European markets energy bills costs about
18% while in India it’s nearly 32%. Energy expenses are about 50% of the OPEX for those networks which
are off grid. Finally, from the quality of experience perspective of user, it has been shown that more than
50% of users have complaint against the battery life time. Thus, for this requirement of energy there have
been exponential increases in battery capacity with time. Therefore, the mobile terminal’s time of operation during
battery charging is one of the most vital factors with respect to quality-of-service (QoS) for the users.
The above-mentioned statistics have motivated researchers in both academia and industry to develop
techniques to reduce the energy consumption of cellular networks, thereby maintaining profitability and
making cellular networks “greener.” In general the goals associated with green cellular networks:

(i) improvement of energy efficiency,
(ii) improvement of the intelligence of the network through tradeoffs between energy consumption and
external conditions, that is, traffic loads,
(iii) integration of the network infrastructure and network services to enable the network to be more
responsive and to require less power to operate,
(iv) Reduced carbon emissions.
There are various distinctive approaches to reduce energy consumptions in a mobile cellular network.
Approaches in previous research can be broadly classified into the following five categories.
1) Improving energy efficiency of hardware components.
2) Turning off components selectively.
3) Optimizing energy efficiency of the radio transmission process.
4) Planning and deploying heterogeneous cells.
5) Adopting renewable energy resources.
In this paper, we provide a brief overview of the techniques that have been considered in previous studies for use in
saving energy, including a discussion of the principles of operation.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses facts and figures that motivate the
green cellular networking. Then, in Section III energy efficiency metrics of interest with respect to BS sleep mode
techniques in cellular networks are discussed. Next, Section-IV discusses the various approaches to energy
consumption. After that, specific research and applications of sleep mode in various network standards are
discussed in Section V. Finally, the survey is concluded in Section VI.
II. Facts and Figures
A. Traditional Mobile Network Design Strategies
Previously, mobile networks, or wireless communication networks in general, have been designed with the
objective of optimizing coverage, capacity, spectral efficiency or throughput. Clearly, it does not
necessarily maximize energy efficiency. Also, traditional facilities were mostly designed to endure peak
load and extreme conditions. Many of them are even dimensioned with redundancy, providing extra
capacity to possible peak load, in order to allow for unexpected events. As a result, the system is
significantly under-utilized during non-peak hours, creating an opportunity for possible energy saving. It is
worth noting that traditional design objectives are potentially contradictory to green ones, which makes
green networking an interesting and technically challenging research field. Therefore, a new networking
paradigm is urgently needed so that existing networks will maintain the same level of QoS while reducing
the amount of energy consumed in the future.
B. Mobile Network Energy Consumption
It was estimated that ICT roughly accounted for about 10% of global electricity consumption and up to 4% of
global carbon dioxide emissions (around 1 billion tons, approximately equal to that of aviation industry and one
fourth of emission by cars worldwide) as of early 2013. ICT’s share in global carbon emissions were expected to
grow every year, and double to 4% by the year 2020. Smart phones were introduced to market during 2000 and
later tablets were also introduces in markets. These devices access the cellular networks thus remarkably
contribute in the power consumption. However the traditional mobile features were replaced by the energy
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power. Studies showed that the potentially optimized ratio of output power to input power for power amplifiers
(power efficiency) could be as high as 70%. Accordingly, substantial amount of energy savings can be achieved if
more energy efficient components are adopted in the network. However, the implementation cost for these approaches
is high. For example, a power amplifier module with 35% power efficiency for small cell WCDMA or LTE BSs
(cover at most an area of a radius of 2 km) costs around $75. The cost will be even higher for larger coverage or
higher power efficiency. Therefore, careful consideration in both operational and economical aspects by network
operators is required before decisions on hardware replacement are made.
A. Selectively Switching of Components
The second category covers approaches that selectively turn off some resources in the existing network architecture
during non-peak traffic hours .Approaches in this category generally try to save energy by monitoring the traffic load
in the network and then decide whether to turn off (or switch to sleep mode, also referred as low-power mode or deep
idle mode in some literature), or turn on (or switch to active mode, ready mode or awake mode) certain elements of
the network. Unnecessary energy consumptions, for example, air conditioning under-loaded BSs, can be avoided by
adopting such sleep mode mechanisms. These approaches generally involve switching certain elements including but
not limited to power amplifiers, signal processing unit, cooling equipment, the entire BS, or the whole network back
and forth between the sleep mode and the active mode. Most often sleep mode techniques aim to save energy by
selectively turning off BSs during “off-peak” hours. BSs consume the highest proportion of energy in cellular
networks. On the other hand, dense BSs deployments today lead to small coverage area and more random traffic
patterns for individual BS, which make sleep mode operations more desirable. Given the constraint that some
components (e.g., a minimum number of BSs) must always stay on to support the basic operation of the network, as
well as the execution of the switch operation depends on the fluctuations in traffic profile, the reported energy saving
is not as high as that of component-based approaches. Also, while it is good to save energy, BS sleeping might
negatively impact Quality of Service (QoS) in the network because of decreasing capacity, unless specific remedial
solutions are adopted concurrently. Nonetheless, because sleep mode techniques are based on current architecture,
they have the advantage of being easier to test and implement as no replacement of hardware is required and the
performance can be evaluated by computer simulation.

B. Energy Efficiency of Radio Transmission Process
The third category works on the radio transmission process. Approaches belong to this category work on the
physical or MAC layer. Advanced techniques including MIMO technique, cognitive radio transmission,
cooperative relaying, and channel coding and resource allocation for signaling have been studied to improve
energy efficiency of telecommunication networks. A variety of approaches have been proposed to efficiently
utilize resources in time, frequency and spatial domains to achieve energy saving. Similar to approaches based
on sleep mode, this family of approaches generally does not require upgrade of hardware components in the
system. However, trade-offs between energy efficiency and other performance metrics of the network are
probably inevitable. Also, measuring errors due to complicated uncertainty issues such as noise and interference
have yet been well corrected. Based on information theory, four fundamental trade-offs related to energy
efficiency on wireless networks have been acknowledged, namely deployment efficiency—energy efficiency,
spectrum efficiency—energy efficiency, bandwidth—power and delay—power.
C. Planning and Deployment of Heterogeneous Cells
The fourth category tackles the problem by deploying small cells, including micro, pico and femto cells, in the
cellular network [36]. These smaller cells serve small areas with dense traffic with low power-consuming cellular BSs
which are affordable for user-deployment and usu-ally support plug-and-play feature. In contrast to conventional
homogeneous macro cell deployment, such heterogeneous deployment reduces energy consumption in the network by
short-ening the propagation distance between nodes in the network and utilizing higher frequency bands to support
higher data rates. The major constraint of these approaches is the extra small cells bring additional radio interferences
as compared to conventional homogeneous macro cell networks, which might negatively affect user experience.
Meanwhile, if too many micro, pico or femto cells are deployed, the trend of saving may even be reversed because of
extra embodied energy consumed by newly deployed cells as well as overhead introduced in transmission. Therefore,
the number of extra smaller cells, as well as their locations, needs to be carefully planned in order to reduce total
energy consumption. It has also been noticed that integrating heterogeneous network deployment with sleep mode
schemes can potentially achieve significant gains in terms of energy saving.
D. Adoption of Renewable Energy Sources
The last category includes approaches that adopt renewable energy resources. Compared to current widely used
energy resources such as hydrocarbon which produces greenhouse gases, renewable resources such as hydro, wind
and solar power stand out for their sustainability and environmental friendliness. Telecom manufacturers have
planned the supply of solar power operated cellular BSs in underdeveloped areas such as Bangladesh and Nigeria,
where roads are in poor condition and unsafe, so delivering traditional energy resources for off-grid BSs (e.g., diesel)
cannot be guaranteed]. Energy harvesting techniques, namely exploiting available energy from such renewable
resources to complement existing electric-operated infrastructure, would probably be the long-term environmental
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solution for the mobile cellular network industry. Especially for those areas without mature network infrastructure,
deploying energy harvesting networks would be ideal. For developed countries with completed infrastructure,
however, the same question of embodied and replacement cost arises as the component-based approaches. While
service migrates from the obsolete electric-operated BSs to the new energy harvesting BSs, it is technically
challenging to preserve fault-tolerance and data security without any service interruption.
In the next section, we focus on the sleep mode techniques in BSs, and provide more details beyond the coverage of
previous surveys. As discussed above, sleep mode techniques do not require upgrade of equipment; therefore they
have the benefit of low implementation cost since replacement of hardware is avoided. In surveying the literature, we
have observed that studies on the topic of applications of sleep mode techniques to mobile networks made different
assumptions on system and power models, e.g., the effect of traffic load on energy consumptions. We discuss these
inconsistencies in the paper and demonstrate that the benefit of sleep mode techniques is significantly affected by the
assumptions.

V. Base Station Switching Applications
A. Design Principles
Certain principles of design should be followed during the implementation of the base stations. The main
elements during the design and evaluation of base station design are - location of the design and evaluation of
base station design are - location of BS, traffic load of BS in the geographical region, coverage of BS and its
propagation environment along with the energy consumption of BS. Information theory or tele-traffic are most
discussed research methodologies. Tele traffic or queuing is used to evaluate traffic characteristics and fast
moving calls. Information theory is basically about evolution of QoS based on path loss between the transmitter
and receiver also on fading effects. For instance SNR falls bellows some certain amount of threshold then the
call of the user should be dropped. Thus these two theories give a complementary explanation of calls being
blocked or dropped in a network for improving QOS.
B. BS sleep mode in 4G network
4G is the newest commercially available cellular network standard today. Some novel features enable possibilities
for dedicated energy-efficient research exclusively applicable to 4G networks. For example, in WCDMA, HSPA and
earlier (e.g., GSM) network standards, both UE and BSs need to comply with certain minimum amount of
transmissions (e.g., pilot and control signals) even when no user data is transmitted. Consequently, the entire BS needs
to be switched off in order to achieve energy saving, which is a fairly complex and costly operation. On the contrary,
in 4G network standards including LTE, LTE-advanced and WiMAX, by the introduction of the discontinuous
transmission (DTX) and discontinuous reception (DRX) and the multiplexing scheme deployed orthogonal frequency
division multiple access (OFDMA), individual transceivers could be switched off whenever there is no data to
transmit or receive. Seeing this, some provisions for power saving protocols based on sleep mode of transceivers
have been proposed for 4G standards. There have been proposals to lower power consumption of LTE networks
by exploiting DTX and DRX schemes to switch certain energy consuming components in UE or BSs into sleep
mode in idle periods. Basically, both DTX and DRX reduce transceiver duty cycle while it is in active operation,
but no packet is being transmitted. DRX focuses on the uplink transmission and power of UE while DTX works
on the downlink and thus it is relevant to energy consumption of BSs. Here we focus on DTX.
Frenger et al. introduced and discussed the feasibility of the so-called cell DTX (where certain number of cells
in a site are set to operate in DTX mode) in LTE by only transmitting mandatory synchronization signals in a
downlink radio frame, leaving six out of ten sub-frames empty. In this way, the radio transmitter can be turned
off. They also compared the performance of the traditional cell micro DTX scheme and an enhanced cell DTX
scheme. The enhanced scheme was claimed to achieve 89% savings in a realistic traffic scenario compared to
the scenario without cell DTX while the micro cell DTX provided an energy reduction of 61%. In a similar
study, Wang et al. proposed a novel time-domain sleep mode design in BSs. By optimally selecting the number
of active sub frames in each frame according to the traffic load, the energy efficiency in LTE networks can be
improved. The authors presented that an energy reduction of up to 90% can be obtained at low traffic load.
CoMP (coordinated multi-point transmission) is another feature of LTE standard which can also be utilized for
sleep mode applications. It eliminates the need for increasing transmission power of active BSs to maintain the
coverage of sleeping BSs. An optimized approach based on CoMP is presented in such that the amount of power
saving less extra power consumed in backhaul and signal processing is maximized, by selecting an optimized set of
points for coordination.
C. BS Sleep Mode and Cooperative Relays
Migration of traffic by the nodes which are moving in mobile networks is considered to be more economically
better instead of increase in the radiation power from near-by base stations which are active, as energy
consumed by relays is very less when compared to base stations. Relays are can be helpful for making message
forwarding more effective in future time instances. In order to minimize overall consumption, relay triggering
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strategies when, where and which to relay should be optimized. Cao et al introduced the base station sleep mode
with the implementation of wireless relays [52].
D. Base station sleep mode implementation with renewable sources
Renewable energy sources such as solar and wind are not available at all times, constrained by natural
condition. There-fore, it is essential to distinguish them from traditional energy sources when applying BS sleep
mode techniques on a network powered by both sources. When there is a lack of power supply, BSs operated by
renewable energy resources could possibly not be able to support its associated traffic and might be forced to
switch off. To overcome this possible shortage, energy harvesting technique is proposed to exploit renewable
energy sources. Spare energy from renewable resources is stored and used when input power from the source
does not suffice. Furthermore, stored energy could be even used to maintain the coverage of sleeping
conventional BSs, thus reduce (more expensive and unsustainable) energy consumption from traditional
sources.
The design principle for energy harvesting is to save energy in conventional BSs, and minimize possible
energy outage in renewable energy operated BSs. In this work a greedy way of utilizing stored energy has been
proved to be inefficient and could lead to frequent outages. Instead, dynamic programming algorithms based on
the number of battery states in each BS have been discussed to optimize network performance, evaluated by a
weighted combination of blocking probability and energy consumption.
VI. Conclusion
In this survey firstly we have discussed about the importance of green communication and facts and figures
that motivate to adopt green communication techniques. Later we have discussed recent advancement in the
research of BS sleep mode techniques in cellular networks, which is one of the major methods to reduce total energy
consumption. For BS sleep mode techniques, the main saving comes from the fixed part of energy consumption in
under-utilized BSs. The potential for energy saving is large in areas where the traffic is highly variant and relative low
as compared with full capacity of BS, and where BSs are densely deployed. Also, the larger the fixed proportion
of energy consumption in BSs is (the case in macro BSs), the larger amount of saving can be possibly attained.
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